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Sir Simon Marsden's atmospheric black-and-white infrared photographs reveal the hidden
supernatural world, transporting the reader to a different realm a haunted realm. In The Haunted
Realm wall calendar, Marsden's ghostly images are accompanied by literary excerpts and
historical accounts as well as tales of apparitions and the paranormal that have been reported at
the sites, and the strange events said to lie behind them.A year of spooky photographs on your
wall.Frameable artbook-quality printing.The perfect gift for the supernatural
enthusiast.Showcases 12 atmospheric black-and-white infrared photographs of haunted
houses, imposing castles, graveyards, mysterious tombs, dark towers, and romantic
ruins.Features literary excerpts and historical accounts from writers such as Alfred Lord
Tennyson and Simon Marsden.Printed on FSC Certified Mixed Source Paper with soy-based
inks.Published by Amber Lotus, an independent carbon-negative US company that has planted
more than half a million trees since 2008.This calendar features US and Canadian legal
holidays, phases of the moon, and important observances of the world's major religions.Simon
Marsden was an internationally acclaimed photographer and writer from Great Britain. His books
include This Spectred Isle, The Haunted Realm, and The Journal of a Ghosthunter. His final
book, Russia: A World Apart, was published posthumously. His work can be found in the J. Paul
Getty Museum in California and in London's Victoria and Albert Museum.

About the AuthorInternationally acclaimed photographer Sir Simon Marsden was known for his
haunting black-and-white infrared photographs of mysterious landscapes and romantic ruins.
His work can be found in the J. Paul Getty Museum in California and the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London. His books include This Spectred Isle, The Haunted Realm, The Journal of a
Ghosthunter, and The Twilight Hour. Marsden died in 2012.
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Jeremy Jones, “Tired of your calendars?. This calendar has got to be the best one I have bought
in years. It started from January 1st and goes all the way through December 31st! I cannot
overstate the necessity of a calendar to have the correct days! I bought one last year and low
and behold, it only lasted for ONE YEAR!!! When I opened it on January 1st of this year, the
date was wrong!  I have high expectations for this one!”

JustBee, “Sir Simon Marsden - A Rare and Talented Photographer. Hauntingly beautiful
calendar. I buy this calendar every year as Sir Simon Marsdens photos are mesmerizing. The
story behind each photo is just as mysterious and haunting especially because Marsden had
personal experiences while visiting these ancient places. I treasured his photographs more
today because he is gone. Highly recommend this calendar and all of his books that tell the
stories of his journalistic travels to capture ghosts of the past.”

circus_turtle, “I really like that this calendar has a short story below each .... I really like that this
calendar has a short story below each picture. The pictures are great but having that little bit of
information makes it more interesting and real.”

Beth D. Heide, “Wonderful Pictures. This is my 3rd or 4th Haunted Realm Calendar. I love the
pictures, they're always wonderful. And usually the stories are pretty good. However sometimes
they're no Haunted anything. It's just a place with a sad or tragic history. I prefer the Haunted
Places calendars but they don't seem to release one every year like Haunted Realm.”

MisanthropicGirl, “Creepy and cool. The photos is this calendar are ominous yet dignified and
beautiful. Each photo contains a caption stating the photo subject's location and background. A
great calendar for the price.”

Joan Z, “Awesome photos. I love his work, it's so moody. This is the 3rd year I've purchased his
calendars. Sad he is no longer with us.”

Lilaca, “Gothic Magnificence. I love all of Simon Marsden's calendars! I hope these calendars
always continue to be published every year.”

Diane McGuire, “Five Stars. Perfectly creepy. Hangs in my hall. Everyone stops to look at it and
read the captions.”

Edwin Roy Canham, “Five Stars. Great, some great ghost tales on the Calander”

Jaylyn, “calendar. It's a very nice creepy calendar. Stunning photography and I appreciate the



art of the late Simon Marsden.Happy with my purchase.  It's a good size too.”

Ina, “Simon Marsden. Wie immer ein wunderbarer, stimmungsvoller Kalender!Ich bestelle den
Kalender schon ein paar Jahre und bin immer wieder zufrieden!Tolle Fotos und perfekte Größe!”

Eugene Lafcadio, “Glimpses of another world... Beautiful. I am already looking forward to a year
of the much missed Sir Simon's incredible images throughout 2016!”

The book by Amber Lotus Publishing has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 24 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 320 pages
Item Weight: 9.6 ounces
Dimensions: 12 x 0.25 x 12 inches
Calendar: 28 pages
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